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COMPUTER SECURITY

•Computer security refers to protecting computer

systems or hardware and the information they

contain against unwanted access, damage,

modification or destruction.

Hardware theft:

•This refers to stealing computers and 

computer devices.
.
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•Mobile computers and portable devices are 
at at a greater risk of theft.

•The computers in homes are not at risk as 
much as those in schools and organizations
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Consequences of hardware theft:

Loss of information: The hard disks of

desktop and laptop computers, as well as

external portable hard disks store a large amount

information that is often invaluable to the user.

•If this information has not been backed up, this

can lead to loss of information.

•Loss of information also occurs when memory

cards, memory sticks and cellophane are stolen
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Inconvenience: The Inconvenience caused by

the theft of computers and portable ICT devices

means that the user or organization cannot

function optimally.

Cost: The user or organization will incur more

expenses when replacing stolen computers and

other portable devices.

Software theft: as a result of hardware theft,

software can also be stolen by the disgruntled

programmers.
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•Once the software has been stolen, this can

pose a sabotage threat to the company files

and other network procedures.

Information Theft:

This occurs when personal information, such as

credit card and bank account details, user

password and names are stolen.

Identity theft:

An imposter gains unauthorized access to 

personal information from stolen hardware.
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•They use it to impersonate you online to buy

goods and services.

•They can even open credit card accounts or

defraud your existing bank accounts.

Protection against hardware theft

Protection against hardware theft includes the 

following 
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•The installation of alarm systems in large

computer room or organization s with a large

number of computer

•Physical access control to the computers

using, e.g. locking doors and windows

•The installation of alarm systems in large

computer room or organization s with a large

number of computer.
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•Small locking devices requiring a key to unlock

hard drives and optical drivers.

•Being alert to hardware theft if you’re a mobile 

user.

•Attaching mobile computers with a cable to a

stationary object when in use.

•Physical security devices, such as cables,

installed to physically lock the computers to

desk, cabinet or floor
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•You can add mini security system that beeps

when the laptop is moved to a certain

distance.

•Identity cards: you can use identity cards to

access the computer room

•You can use a human security, e.g. security

guards.

•Making sure that only authorized people can

have access to the computer room.
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•Encrypt is the changing of words or numbers

to code which a person can not ready or

understand

•Password is an encrypted word or number which

can be used by a person to protect his/her

computer from unwanted access

•Use of passwords for people to access the

computers.
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•Computer virus: This is computer program that 

is created to cause harm on a computer system.

•They usually alter or damage data/program files  

in same way.

•They are installed without the users knowledge 

or permission and they are usually able to copy 

themselves.

•A computer virus needs a file to attach its self so 

that it exits.
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•Trojan horse: this appears to be a useful

software but once installed on a computer the

program does damage to the computer system.

•A worm is able to duplicate itself and spread

easily through a computer network and e-

mails.

•Computer worms: This is different from a virus

because it does not attach itself to a particular

file
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•Spy ware: This is a software that collects

various type of information or download

things from the web browser on its on.

•Ad ware: This is a software that displays

advertisement on your computer.

•This type of software is usually relatively

harmless, but the advertisement popping up all

the time can be annoying.
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•Update your antivirus regularly, preferably daily

or at least once a week.

•Make sure that your antivirus is up to date.

•Ensure that you a good antivirus package

installed on your computer.

Good habits to Prevent virus infections
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•Scan all storage devices such as flash sticks

given to you by other people for possible

viruses.

•Do not download what ever you see on the net.

•Be careful of opening e-mail attachments,

especially from strangers.

•Take care when surfing the internet, visit

only reputable sites.


